The Quality Conference

for Early Childhood Leaders

May 15, 2015
Live-streamed with recordings later
Attend wherever you are
Watch whenever you can
www.qualconecl.org

Solve challenges you face every day with great information presented right on your computer
or device. Terrific instructors share exactly what you need to know. Enroll now!
You’ll Learn A Lot!
The Emotions Before the Explosions with Dr. Ann Corwin
Wouldn't your day and the children's day go more smoothly if feelings were understood and if we addressed first
the emotions that lead to explosions? Find out how!

Upside Down and Inside Out: Lesson Planning for Child-Led Classrooms with Barbara E. Harvey
Inside-Out/Upside-Down lesson planning helps you change your focus in lesson planning from the curriculum-focus to
children-focused. Start planning with children’s interests in mind, no matter what curriculum you’re required to use!

Insider Tips for Finding--and Keeping--Great Staff with Jen Carsen
Everyone needs to know what hiring managers look for and how to be the sort of person owners and directors will be eager
to hire and try hard to keep. Learn the secrets to finding the best talent and retaining it at your program.

The Physical Environment as a Quality Indicator with Miriam Dressler
Look at how you can use your room arrangement as an 'additional helper' in your classroom, and how to make learning
centers come alive with fun and activities that enrich and expand on your group times.

R.I.C.E. – First Aid for Misbehaviors with a H.A.L.F. Dose of Humor with Dr. Debbie Farr
Humor and laughter are great ways of releasing tension and stress – two common causes of misbehavior. So, join us as we
learn how to use developmentally-appropriate humor to increase learning (isn’t that what discipline is all about?).

Working with Children of Military Families with Liz Williams
Military children face many unique stressors and difficult transitions related to deployment, relocation, separation from loved
ones, and changes in family structure. Find here how you can help them!

Creating Calmness When Working With Children with Judy Arnall
Are there times that you find yourself losing patience when working with children? You can develop some new tools! Attend
this workshop and come away with new tools for work and your personal life.

Purposeful Outdoor Play with Dr. Patricia Nan Anderson
Outdoor play time is part of the learning day. It's not just a break, for the children or for us. So it makes sense that we plan for
learning during outdoor time. How do you do that? And how can you do it without ruining the play? Find out here!

Earn up to 8 professional development
hours you can apply to your state’s
requirements, by participating in this
conference via YouTube from home,
live-streaming on May 15th or from
video links later.

Join Us Now!
www.qualconecl.org

